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Software License
The terms and conditions for using this software are described in the software license contained in the acknowledgment to your purchase order or, to the 
extent applicable, to any reseller agreement or end-user purchase agreement executed between you and Juniper Networks. By using this software, you 
indicate that you understand and agree to be bound by those terms and conditions.

Generally speaking, the software license restricts the manner in which you are permitted to use the software and may contain prohibitions against certain 
uses. The software license may state conditions under which the license is automatically terminated. You should consult the license for further details.

For complete product documentation, please see the Juniper Networks Web site at www.juniper.net/techpubs.

End User License Agreement

READ THIS END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT (“AGREEMENT”) BEFORE DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, OR USING THE SOFTWARE. BY 
DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, OR USING THE SOFTWARE OR OTHERWISE EXPRESSING YOUR AGREEMENT TO THE TERMS CONTAINED 
HEREIN, YOU (AS CUSTOMER OR IF YOU ARE NOT THE CUSTOMER, AS A REPRESENTATIVE/AGENT AUTHORIZED TO BIND THE 
CUSTOMER) CONSENT TO BE BOUND BY THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT OR CANNOT AGREE TO THE TERMS CONTAINED HEREIN, 
THEN (A) DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, OR USE THE SOFTWARE, AND (B) YOU MAY CONTACT JUNIPER NETWORKS REGARDING 
LICENSE TERMS. 

1. The Parties. The parties to this Agreement are (i) Juniper Networks, Inc. (if the Customer’s principal office is located in the Americas) or Juniper 
Networks (Cayman) Limited (if the Customer’s principal office is located outside the Americas) (such applicable entity being referred to herein as 
“Juniper”), and (ii) the person or organization that originally purchased from Juniper or an authorized Juniper reseller the applicable license(s) for 
use of the Software (“Customer”) (collectively, the “Parties”). 

2. The Software. In this Agreement, “Software” means the program modules and features of the Juniper or Juniper-supplied software, for which 
Customer has paid the applicable license or support fees to Juniper or an authorized Juniper reseller, or which was embedded by Juniper in 
equipment which Customer purchased from Juniper or an authorized Juniper reseller. “Software” also includes updates, upgrades and new 
releases of such software. “Embedded Software” means Software which Juniper has embedded in or loaded onto the Juniper equipment and any 
updates, upgrades, additions or replacements which are subsequently embedded in or loaded onto the equipment.

3. License Grant. Subject to payment of the applicable fees and the limitations and restrictions set forth herein, Juniper grants to Customer a non-
exclusive and non-transferable license, without right to sublicense, to use the Software, in executable form only, subject to the following use 
restrictions:

a. Customer shall use Embedded Software solely as embedded in, and for execution on, Juniper equipment originally purchased by Customer 
from Juniper or an authorized Juniper reseller.

b. Customer shall use the Software on a single hardware chassis having a single processing unit, or as many chassis or processing units for 
which Customer has paid the applicable license fees; provided, however, with respect to the Steel-Belted Radius or Odyssey Access Client 
software only, Customer shall use such Software on a single computer containing a single physical random access memory space and 
containing any number of processors. Use of the Steel-Belted Radius or IMS AAA software on multiple computers or virtual machines (e.g., 
Solaris zones) requires multiple licenses, regardless of whether such computers or virtualizations are physically contained on a single 
chassis. 

c. Product purchase documents, paper or electronic user documentation, and/or the particular licenses purchased by Customer may specify 
limits to Customer’s use of the Software. Such limits may restrict use to a maximum number of seats, registered endpoints, concurrent users, 
sessions, calls, connections, subscribers, clusters, nodes, realms, devices, links, ports or transactions, or require the purchase of separate 
licenses to use particular features, functionalities, services, applications, operations, or capabilities, or provide throughput, performance, 
configuration, bandwidth, interface, processing, temporal, or geographical limits. In addition, such limits may restrict the use of the Software 
to managing certain kinds of networks or require the Software to be used only in conjunction with other specific Software. Customer’s use of 
the Software shall be subject to all such limitations and purchase of all applicable licenses.    

d. For any trial copy of the Software, Customer’s right to use the Software expires 30 days after download, installation or use of the Software. 
Customer may operate the Software after the 30-day trial period only if Customer pays for a license to do so. Customer may not extend or 
create an additional trial period by re-installing the Software after the 30-day trial period.
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e. The Global Enterprise Edition of the Steel-Belted Radius software may be used by Customer only to manage access to Customer’s 
enterprise network. Specifically, service provider customers are expressly prohibited from using the Global Enterprise Edition of the Steel-
Belted Radius software to support any commercial network access services. 

The foregoing license is not transferable or assignable by Customer. No license is granted herein to any user who did not originally purchase the 
applicable license(s) for the Software from Juniper or an authorized Juniper reseller. 

4. Use Prohibitions. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the license provided herein does not permit the Customer to, and Customer agrees not to and 
shall not: (a) modify, unbundle, reverse engineer, or create derivative works based on the Software; (b) make unauthorized copies of the Software 
(except as necessary for backup purposes); (c) rent, sell, transfer, or grant any rights in and to any copy of the Software, in any form, to any third 
party; (d) remove any proprietary notices, labels, or marks on or in any copy of the Software or any product in which the Software is embedded; (e) 
distribute any copy of the Software to any third party, including as may be embedded in Juniper equipment sold in the secondhand market; (f) use 
any ‘locked’ or key-restricted feature, function, service, application, operation, or capability without first purchasing the applicable license(s) and 
obtaining a valid key from Juniper, even if such feature, function, service, application, operation, or capability is enabled without a key; (g) distribute 
any key for the Software provided by Juniper to any third party; (h) use the Software in any manner that extends or is broader than the uses 
purchased by Customer from Juniper or an authorized Juniper reseller; (i) use Embedded Software on non-Juniper equipment; (j) use Embedded 
Software (or make it available for use) on Juniper equipment that the Customer did not originally purchase from Juniper or an authorized Juniper 
reseller; (k) disclose the results of testing or benchmarking of the Software to any third party without the prior written consent of Juniper; or (l) use 
the Software in any manner other than as expressly provided herein.

5. Audit. Customer shall maintain accurate records as necessary to verify compliance with this Agreement. Upon request by Juniper, Customer shall 
furnish such records to Juniper and certify its compliance with this Agreement.

6. Confidentiality. The Parties agree that aspects of the Software and associated documentation are the confidential property of Juniper. As such, 
Customer shall exercise all reasonable commercial efforts to maintain the Software and associated documentation in confidence, which at a 
minimum includes restricting access to the Software to Customer employees and contractors having a need to use the Software for Customer’s 
internal business purposes.

7. Ownership. Juniper and Juniper’s licensors, respectively, retain ownership of all right, title, and interest (including copyright) in and to the 
Software, associated documentation, and all copies of the Software. Nothing in this Agreement constitutes a transfer or conveyance of any right, 
title, or interest in the Software or associated documentation, or a sale of the Software, associated documentation, or copies of the Software. 

8. Warranty, Limitation of Liability, Disclaimer of Warranty. The warranty applicable to the Software shall be as set forth in the warranty statement 
that accompanies the Software (the “Warranty Statement”). Nothing in this Agreement shall give rise to any obligation to support the Software. 
Support services may be purchased separately. Any such support shall be governed by a separate, written support services agreement. TO THE 
MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, JUNIPER SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF DATA, OR COSTS OR 
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES, OR FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING 
OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT, THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY JUNIPER OR JUNIPER-SUPPLIED SOFTWARE. IN NO EVENT SHALL JUNIPER BE 
LIABLE FOR DAMAGES ARISING FROM UNAUTHORIZED OR IMPROPER USE OF ANY JUNIPER OR JUNIPER-SUPPLIED SOFTWARE. 
EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED IN THE WARRANTY STATEMENT TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, JUNIPER DISCLAIMS ANY 
AND ALL WARRANTIES IN AND TO THE SOFTWARE (WHETHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY, OR OTHERWISE), INCLUDING ANY 
IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT DOES 
JUNIPER WARRANT THAT THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY EQUIPMENT OR NETWORK RUNNING THE SOFTWARE, WILL OPERATE WITHOUT 
ERROR OR INTERRUPTION, OR WILL BE FREE OF VULNERABILITY TO INTRUSION OR ATTACK. In no event shall Juniper’s or its suppliers’ 
or licensors’ liability to Customer, whether in contract, tort (including negligence), breach of warranty, or otherwise, exceed the price paid by 
Customer for the Software that gave rise to the claim, or if the Software is embedded in another Juniper product, the price paid by Customer for 
such other product. Customer acknowledges and agrees that Juniper has set its prices and entered into this Agreement in reliance upon the 
disclaimers of warranty and the limitations of liability set forth herein, that the same reflect an allocation of risk between the Parties (including the 
risk that a contract remedy may fail of its essential purpose and cause consequential loss), and that the same form an essential basis of the 
bargain between the Parties.

9. Termination. Any breach of this Agreement or failure by Customer to pay any applicable fees due shall result in automatic termination of the 
license granted herein. Upon such termination, Customer shall destroy or return to Juniper all copies of the Software and related documentation in 
Customer’s possession or control. 

10. Taxes. All license fees payable under this agreement are exclusive of tax.   Customer shall be responsible for paying Taxes arising from the 
purchase of the license, or importation or use of the Software. If applicable, valid exemption documentation for each taxing jurisdiction shall be 
provided to Juniper prior to invoicing, and Customer shall promptly notify Juniper if their exemption is revoked or modified. All payments made by 
Customer shall be net of any applicable withholding tax.   Customer will provide reasonable assistance to Juniper in connection with such 
withholding taxes by promptly: providing Juniper with valid tax receipts and other required documentation showing Customer’s payment of any 
withholding taxes; completing appropriate applications that would reduce the amount of withholding tax to be paid; and notifying and assisting 
Juniper in any audit or tax proceeding related to transactions hereunder. Customer shall comply with all applicable tax laws and regulations, and 
Customer will promptly pay or reimburse Juniper for all costs and damages related to any liability incurred by Juniper as a result of Customer’s 
non-compliance or delay with its responsibilities herein. Customer’s obligations under this Section shall survive termination or expiration of this 
Agreement. 

11. Export. Customer agrees to comply with all applicable export laws and restrictions and regulations of any United States and any applicable foreign 
agency or authority, and not to export or re-export the Software or any direct product thereof in violation of any such restrictions, laws or 
regulations, or without all necessary approvals. Customer shall be liable for any such violations. The version of the Software supplied to Customer 
may contain encryption or other capabilities restricting Customer’s ability to export the Software without an export license. 

12. Commercial Computer Software. The Software is “commercial computer software” and is provided with restricted rights. Use, duplication, or 
disclosure by the United States government is subject to restrictions set forth in this Agreement and as provided in DFARS 227.7201 through 
227.7202-4, FAR 12.212, FAR 27.405(b)(2), FAR 52.227-19, or FAR 52.227-14(ALT III) as applicable.

13. Interface Information. To the extent required by applicable law, and at Customer's written request, Juniper shall provide Customer with the 
interface information needed to achieve interoperability between the Software and another independently created program, on payment of 
applicable fee, if any. Customer shall observe strict obligations of confidentiality with respect to such information and shall use such information in 
compliance with any applicable terms and conditions upon which Juniper makes such information available.

14. Third Party Software. Any licensor of Juniper whose software is embedded in the Software and any supplier of Juniper whose products or 
technology are embedded in (or services are accessed by) the Software shall be a third party beneficiary with respect to this Agreement, and such 
licensor or vendor shall have the right to enforce this Agreement in its own name as if it were Juniper. In addition, certain third party software may 
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be provided with the Software and is subject to the accompanying license(s), if any, of its respective owner(s). To the extent portions of the 
Software are distributed under and subject to open source licenses obligating Juniper to make the source code for such portions publicly available 
(such as the GNU General Public License (“GPL”) or the GNU Library General Public License (“LGPL”)), Juniper will make such source code 
portions (including Juniper modifications, as appropriate) available upon request for a period of up to three years from the date of distribution. Such 
request can be made in writing to Juniper Networks, Inc., 1194 N. Mathilda Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94089, ATTN: General Counsel. You may obtain 
a copy of the GPL at http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html, and a copy of the LGPL at http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html. 

15. Miscellaneous. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of California without reference to its conflicts of laws principles. The 
provisions of the U.N. Convention for the International Sale of Goods shall not apply to this Agreement. For any disputes arising under this 
Agreement, the Parties hereby consent to the personal and exclusive jurisdiction of, and venue in, the state and federal courts within Santa Clara 
County, California. This Agreement constitutes the entire and sole agreement between Juniper and the Customer with respect to the Software, and 
supersedes all prior and contemporaneous agreements relating to the Software, whether oral or written (including any inconsistent terms 
contained in a purchase order), except that the terms of a separate written agreement executed by an authorized Juniper representative and 
Customer shall govern to the extent such terms are inconsistent or conflict with terms contained herein. No modification to this Agreement nor any 
waiver of any rights hereunder shall be effective unless expressly assented to in writing by the party to be charged. If any portion of this Agreement 
is held invalid, the Parties agree that such invalidity shall not affect the validity of the remainder of this Agreement. This Agreement and associated 
documentation has been written in the English language, and the Parties agree that the English version will govern. (For Canada: Les parties aux 
présentés confirment leur volonté que cette convention de même que tous les documents y compris tout avis qui s'y rattaché, soient redigés en 
langue anglaise. (Translation: The parties confirm that this Agreement and all related documentation is and will be in the English language)).
4 Copyright © 2011, Juniper Networks, Inc.
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Release 2.0.7

These Release Notes describe the software changes between Juniper Networks Media Flow
Controller Release 2.0.6 and Release 2.0.7. Before you use your new software, read these
Release Notes in their entirety, especially the sections New Features and Known Issues.

• Release Overview 
• New Features 
• Known Behavior 
• Resolved Known Issues 
• Known Issues 
• Documentation Errata
• Release Installation for VXA Series: Upgrading to the Latest Release 
• Release Installation for Generic Hardware: Guidelines 
• Connecting and Logging In 
• Configuring Basic Network Connectivity 
• Upgrading (Web Interface) 
• Upgrading (CLI) 
• Transparent Proxy Configuration Examples
• Dynamic URI Websites’ Namespace Configuration Examples
• Requesting Technical Support 
• Related Documentation 

Release Overview
These Release Notes cover Release 2.0.7 of the Media Flow Controller system software.

NOTE: Please see the Media Flow Controller 2.0.6 Release Notes for additional 
information.  

CAUTION: This upgrade includes many new default settings (see Table 1, “New, 
Changed, and Deprecated CLI Commands”). You must manually set the new 
defaults if you keep your configuration settings when you upgrade. 

NOTE: Media Flow Controller Release 2.0 and Release 2.0.1 were released earlier 
for controlled usage such as evaluation, proof-of-concept, and so forth. Release 2.0.2 
through Release 2.0.7 are the recommended releases for large-scale deployments.

NOTE: If the information in these Release Notes differs from the information found in 
the published documentation set, follow these Release Notes. 
Copyright © 2011, Juniper Networks, Inc. Release Overview 7
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New Features
Media Flow Controller Release 2.0.7 introduces changes and fixes for known issues from 
lower-numbered releases. 

• New and Changed CLI Commands
• Accesslog
• Dynamic URI Remapping
• Forced Tunneled-Transaction Override
• Performance Tuning
• Transparent Proxy—New Configuration Requirements
• Counter History

New and Changed CLI Commands
These commands are newly available, changed, or deprecated in Media Flow Controller
Release 2.0.6. See the description of ID 7518 in Table 5 on page 21” for ways to implement all
default value changes.

Table 1. New, Changed, and Deprecated CLI Commands 

Command Description

cmc Deprecated. All cmc commands are now not supported.

media-cache 
 external-eviction {sas | sata | ssd} 
  watermark <high_value> <low_value>
Default values:
• sas—High watermark = 90%; low watermark = 85%
• sata—High watermark = 90%; low watermark = 85%
• ssd—High watermark = 90%; low watermark = 85%
media-cache 
 internal-eviction {sas | sata | ssd}
 watermark <high_value> <low_value>
Default values for internal-eviction:
• sas—High watermark = 98%; low watermark = 90%
• sata—High watermark = 98%; low watermark = 90%
• ssd—High watermark = 99%; low watermark = 92%

New. Watermarks control how aggressively content is evicted 
from disk. Select a cache tier—SAS, SATA, or SSD—and set 
external-eviction and internal-eviction high and low 
watermarks.
• internal-eviction—Is more frequently run. Looks at only the 

hottest objects in the cache and makes sure that these objects
are placed in the correct storage media.

• external eviction—Is runs less frequently. Looks at hot and 
cold objects (larger number of objects) and makes sure that the
coldest of objects are evicted from the  cache.

For information on Media Flow Controller cache tiers, see the 
Media Flow Controller Administrator’s Guide and CLI Command 
Reference, Chapter 2 “Media Flow Controller Overview,” “Media 
Flow Controller Hierarchical Caching” section. 
The internal-eviction thresholds must be set higher than the 
external-eviction thresholds, or external eviction will never 
process.

show media-cache external-eviction-
watermark

show media-cache internal-eviction-
watermark

New. Check  media-cache {sas | sata | ssd} 
[external-eviction watermark <high_value><low_value>  |  
internal-eviction watermark <high_value><low_value>] 
settings.
8 New Features Copyright © 2011, Juniper Networks, Inc.
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media-cache watermark-internal 
{sas | sata | ssd} <high_watermark> 
<low_watermark>

Deprecated. This command has been replaced with media-
cache internal-eviction {sas | sata | ssd} watermark 
<high_value> <low_value>. 

namespace <name> 
 delivery protocol http 
   origin-request 
     host-header inherit incoming-req 

Changed. The default value has changed from permit to deny.  

namespace <name>
 delivery protocol http 
   origin-fetch 
     cache-override object-size 
       min <size1> max <size2>

New. Objects between <size1> and <size2> are cacheable and 
objects below <size1> will not be cached, nor will objects greate
than <size2> be cached. Instead, Media Flow Controller will 
tunnel those objects.
The default for <size1> and <size2> is 0 (zero): there is no size-
based check for a cache or no-cache decision. Valid values are 
any positive integer or 0.

namespace <name> 
 delivery protocol http 
   client-request 
     tunnel-override 
      auth-header 
      cache-control 
      cookie 

namespace <name> 
 delivery protocol http 
   origin-fetch 
    tunnel-override 
      cache-control-no-transform 
      object-expired 

New. Increase the cache-hit ratio by overriding some tunneled 
transactions’ reasons codes, such as: 
• Origin server returns Cache-Control: No-Cache.
• URI with query parameter. 

You can set tunnel-override for client-request and origin-fetch
configurations. 

For more information, see “Forced Tunneled-Transaction 
Override” on page 16.

namespace <name> 
 delivery protocol http 
   client-request 
    cache-hit action revalidate-always

New. To reduce the risk of delivering wrong content to a client, 
Media Flow Controller always revalidates before serving the 
cached object. 
With cache-hit action revalidate-always configured, when the
origin server returns “object is modified,” the transaction is 
tunneled. If the object’s time-to-live (TTL) is expired, the object is
deleted from the cache and the new object is fetched into the 
cache.
For more information, see “Dynamic URI Remapping” on page 14

namespace <name> 
 delivery protocol http 
  client-request 
   cache-index url-match <regex> 
    map-to <map_string> 
    no-match-tunnel

New. Media Flow Controller can parse requests with dynamic 
URIs. Dynamic URI mapping works with the namespace 
commands or the virtual-player function. 
When dynamic URI is unmatched or there is a REGEX expression
error, if no-match-tunnel is configured, transaction will be 
tunneled. Otherwise the transaction will be sent to the buffer 
manager.
For more information, see “Dynamic URI Remapping” on page 14

Table 1. New, Changed, and Deprecated CLI Commands  (Continued)

Command Description
New Features 9
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Accesslog
The accesslog has been enhanced to match W3C specifications, to add features for
debugging convenience, and to optimize performance.

• For each tunneled transaction, there is a new tunnel reason code (%c). The complete 
tunnel reason code list is given in Table 2.

namespace <name> 
  delivery protocol http 
    cache-index domain-name exclude

New. Some content providers serve the same content using 
different domains. For this kind of traffic, we exclude all or part of
the domain from the Media Flow Controller cache index, and can
have a higher cache hit ratio.
For more information, see “Dynamic URI Remapping” on page 14

network resolver asynchronous Deprecated. Issuing this command caused a restart to be 
required; the setting is now the default and not configurable. 
For more information, see “Cache-Age” on page 23.

ram-cache revalidate-minsize Changed. The default value has changed from 1024 KB to 
1 KB. For more information, see “Cache-Age” on page 23.

scheduler [tasks] [threads] New. Configure the maximum number of tasks or threads, 
respectively, for the scheduler module. 

watch-dog
  grace-period
  hung-count
  poll-freq
  restart

New. Internal watch-dog to to monitor the service layer and restar
the service if the check fails.
• grace-period <integer>—Configure the time duration 

after which the watch dog should poll.
• hung-count <integer>—Configure the watch dog hung 

count. 
• poll-freq <integer>—Configure the frequency of the 

watch dog polling.
• restart enable—Enable restarting the process that 

the watch dog is monitoring.

Table 2. New Accesslog Reason Codes for Tunnel Activity  

Value Reason Code Description

Reason Code (1-63) for Taking Tunnel in Request Code Path

1 NKN_TR_REQ_BAD_REQUEST A bad request from the client.

2 NKN_TR_REQ_ABS_URL_NOT_CACHEABLE Origin selection method is absolute-url, but request is 
not cacheable.

3 NKN_TR_REQ_NO_HOST There is no “Host” header.

4 NKN_TR_REQ_POLICY_NO_CACHE Policy engine set to Do Not Cache.

5 NKN_TR_REQ_SSP_FORCE_TUNNEL Configured virtual-player set to force tunnel.

6 NKN_TR_REQ_GET_REQ_COD_ERR Request for cached object descriptor (COD) returned 
NULL.

7 NKN_TR_REQ_BIG_URI URI size greater is than 512 bytes (exceeds URI size 
limit).

Table 1. New, Changed, and Deprecated CLI Commands  (Continued)

Command Description
10 New Features Copyright © 2011, Juniper Networks, Inc.
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8 NKN_TR_REQ_NOT_GET Request is neither GET nor HEAD.

9 NKN_TR_REQ_UNSUPP_CONT_TYPE A response with an unknown content-type; the 
transaction is tunneled. This is only valid when Media 
Flow Controller is configured to handle content-type. 
In most cases, it is irrelevant.

10 NKN_TR_REQ_TUNNEL_ONLY Force tunnel for all requests. 

11 NKN_TR_REQ_CONT_LEN A response has a “Content-Length: 0” header. The 
response is tunneled.

12 NKN_TR_REQ_MULT_BYTE_RANGE Multibyte mime header exists in the request.

13 NKN_TR_REQ_HDR_LEN Some data exists in addition to HTTP headers.

14 NKN_TR_REQ_AUTH_HDR Authorization header is present.

15 NKN_TR_REQ_COOKIE Cookie header is present.

16 NKN_TR_REQ_QUERY_STR Request has query parameters.

17 NKN_TR_REQ_CC_NO_CACHE Request has “Cache-Control” header set to no-cache.

18 NKN_TR_REQ_PRAGMA_NO_CACHE Request has “Pragma” header set to no-cache. 

19 NKN_TR_REQ_CHUNK_ENCODED Request has transfer encoding chunked.

20 NKN_TR_REQ_HTTP_BAD_HOST_HEADER Host exists but it is not a valid FQDN. 

21 NKN_TR_REQ_HTTP_BAD_URL_HOST_HEAD
ER 

Host in absolute URI is not a valid FQDN.

22 NKN_TR_REQ_HTTP_URI URI does not exist in the request.

23 NKN_TR_REQ_HTTP_REQ_RANGE1 Byte-range request has a negative value. 

24 NKN_TR_REQ_HTTP_UNSUPP_VER HTTP version is not 1.0 or 1.1.

25 NKN_TR_REQ_HTTP_NO_HOST_HTTP11 HTTP version 1.1 without “Host” header.

26 NKN_TR_REQ_HTTP_ERR_CHUNKED_REQ Transfer type encoding request.

27 NKN_TR_REQ_HTTP_REQ_RANGE2 Byte-range request: Stop range is less than start 
range. For example, a request with “Byte-range: 
bytes 100-3.” Start data offset is larger than stop data 
offset.

28 NKN_TR_REQ_DYNAMIC_URI_REGEX_FAIL Dynamic URI regex match fail.

29 NKN_TR_MAX_SIZE_LIMIT Header size is more than the configured one.

Reason code (65-127) for Taking Tunnel in Response Code Path

65 NKN_TR_RES_POLICY_NO_CACHE Policy Engine is set to do not cache.

66 NKN_TR_RES_QUERY_STR Received URI with query string and query-string 
action no-cache is configured.

67 NKN_TR_RES_RANGE_CHUNKED Both transfer-encoding: byte-range and 
transfer_encoding: chunked exist.

68 NKN_TR_RES_NO_CONTLEN_NO_CHUNK Neither content_length nor transfer_encoding: 
chunked exist.

69 NKN_TR_RES_CONTLEN_ZERO The content_length value is zero.

70 NKN_TR_RES_HEX_ENCODED URI has unprintable characters and virtual-player is 
not configured.

Table 2. New Accesslog Reason Codes for Tunnel Activity   (Continued)

Value Reason Code Description
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71 NKN_TR_RES_SSP_CONFIG_ERR Received a 404 from the server and virtual-player is 
not configured.

72 NKN_TR_RES_UNSUPP_RESP Received an unsupported response from the server.

73 NKN_TR_RES_NO_302_NOT_RPROXY The redirect-302 handle option is not configured and 
mode is transparent proxy.

74 NKN_TR_RES_NO_LOC_HDR Received 302 response without a “Location” header.

75 NKN_TR_RES_LOC_HDR_ERR Received 302 response and the  “Location” header 
has errors.

76 NKN_TR_RES_COD_EXPIRED COD verification failed.

77 NKN_TR_RES_CC_NO_TRANSFORM A response with “Cache-Control: no-transform” 
header. The response is tunneled.

78 NKN_TR_RES_SAVE_VAL_ST_ERR Failed to save request state data for validation.

79 NKN_TR_RES_SAVE_MIME_HDR_ERR Failed to save mime header.

80 NKN_TR_RES_MIME_HDR_TO_BUF_ERR Failed to serialize mime_header_t into attribute buffer. 
Internal error. Failed to convert the HTTP response 
header into the correct internal mime structure. 

81 NKN_TR_RES_CONT_RANGE_ERR Error in getting content-range from response data.

82 NKN_TR_RES_INVALID_CONT_RANGE Response has invalid content-range data.

83 NKN_TR_RES_NO_CONT_LEN No content length data.

84 NKN_TR_RES_RANGE_OFFSET_ERR Received origin-server data-offset that is not the 
same as the configured request-offset. For example, 
when a request offset range is 10-200 bytes, and the 
origin server returns offset 300-400 bytes.

85 NKN_TR_RES_CC_PRIVATE Response has “Cache-Control” header set to private.

86 NKN_TR_RES_SET_COOKIE Response has the “Set-Cookie: 
cooke_name=cookie_value” header.
The response is tunneled.

87 NKN_TR_RES_OBJ_EXPIRED Object is already expired; caching disabled.

88 NKN_TR_RES_ADD_NKN_QUERY_ERR Adding query to attributes failed.

89 NKN_TR_RES_CACHE_SIZE_LIMIT Cap of Cache Object Size. In the 2.0.7 Release, you 
can cache a response with a boundary.  For example, 
you can configure to only cache a response with 
content-length between 1MB to 100 MB and tunnel 
any response body beyond this range.

90 NKN_TR_RES_NON_CACHEABLE Non-cacheable, because of some cache-control 
directive.

91 NKN_TR_RES_NOT_IN_CACHE Client request size is more than the configured 
one.

92 NKN_TR_RES_CHUNKED_EXP Chunked response, but cache-age is less than 
what's configured.

Table 2. New Accesslog Reason Codes for Tunnel Activity   (Continued)

Value Reason Code Description
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• Added support to print out any request header. 
The request header can provide very useful information such as:

• “%{Cache-Control}i”  request “Cache-Control” header.
• “%{User-Agent}i”: request “User-Agent” header. 

• Added support to print out any response header. 
The response header can provide very useful information such as:

• “%{Cache-Control}o”:  Response “Cache-Control” header.
• “%{Age}o”: Displays how long an object is cached, in seconds, in the Media Flow 

Controller system.
• “%{Content-Length}o”: Displays the  total response size. This may differ from the 

“%O” field, which displays how many bytes were actually sent out.

• Added support to print out the Media Flow Controller hostname (“%v”).
This is for Media Flow Logger product. When Media Flow Logger collects transaction 
entries from different Media Flow Controllers, this configuration can identify which 
transactions belong to which Media Flow Controller.

• Added support to print out any cookie value (%{xxx}C).
With this feature, Media Flow Controller can print out just the cookie value instead of 
printing out the whole cookie header line.

• Changed the format in generated output files.
In Media Flow Controller Release 2.0.6, the first line prints out the accesslog format 
configuration; but this breaks third-party access log analysis tools. 
In Media Flow Controller Release 2.0.7, the new default format in the first few lines is:

#Version: 1.0
#Date: 04-04-2011 22:37:47
#Fields: %c %h %V %u %t "%r" %s %b %N "%{Cache-Control}i" "%{Age}o" %y 
"%{X-NKN-Remapped-Uri}i"

This conforms to industry specifications,see the Extended Log File Format for details.

• Performance enhancement.
In Media Flow Controller Release 2.0.6, after one accesslog is generated, before rotating 
to the second accesslog file, the accesslog stops accepting new entries and doing gzip 
compression.
In Media Flow Controller Release 2.0.7, this problem has been solved. There is no 
stopping for gzip compression; instead, it is done parallelly by a different process.

• Disabling logging internal probe traffic into the accesslog.
In Media Flow Controller Release 2.0.7, logging data gathered by the internal probe 
(mfc_probe, also known as the internal watchdog) is disabled. No CLI command is 
provided to enable logging data gatered by the watchdog.
New Features 13
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Dynamic URI Remapping
• How Dynamic URI Remapping Works

• CLI Commands for Dynamic URI Mapping

• Configuring Dynamic URI Mapping

• Media Flow Controller Enhancements for Dynamic URI Mapping

How Dynamic URI Remapping Works
Some popular content providers generate dynamically-created URIs for the same content for
various reasons, including security. This causes caches to have low cache-hit ratios even
when the content is in the cache. Media Flow Controller can identify these dynamic URIs as
pointing to the same content and can ensure delivery of the correct content.   
Media Flow Controller identifies dynamic URIs via regex substring-addressing of matches that
allows access to various portions of the matched string, denoted by parenthesis in the regex
expression. The complete string match is referred to as $0, the left most substring is referred
to as $1, each subsequent substring being $2, $3, and so on. You configure a regex and
mapping string on a per-namespace basis. The mapping string is an ASCII-printable string
that describes the mapping from the various substring matches in the regex, to a new URI.

CLI Commands for Dynamic URI Mapping
The commands for dynamic URI mapping specify that an incoming request having a URI
matching the configured regex value (cache-index url-match <regex>),  is matched to a
cache index string (map-to <map_string>). The optional no-match-tunnel option specifies
that if the match fails, the request is tunneled; use this option if you want HTTP to send the
request on the normal path with no cache-index mapping, if the match fails. With revalidate-
always configured, if the origin server returns “Object Is Modified,” the transaction will be
tunneled; the object deleted from the cache, if its time-to-live (TTL) is expired; and the new
object fetched into the cache. 

namespace <name> delivery protocol http client-request 
cache-index url-match <regex> map-to <map_string> [no-match-tunnel]
cache-hit action revalidate-always

Notes:

• cache-index—Configure cache-index parameters.
• url-match <regex>—Configure a regex expression to match on the request 

URL. The <regex> has a maximum character limit of 1024 characters (including 
NULL); if the URI exceeds this limit, the request is tunneled. Only one url-match 
<regex> expression per namespace is allowed. No PCRE regex is allowed, only 
GNU regex is allowed. The default value is NULL.

• map-to <map-string>—Configure a map-string value (a string to map, or 
rewrite, the URL portion of the request) when a match is found. The 
<map_string> has a maximum character limit of 2048 characters (including 
NULL). The default value is NULL.

• no-match-tunnel—Tunnel the request when no regex match is found.

• cache-hit action revalidate-always—Specify that requested objects in cache 
always trigger a timestamp revalidation. Default is disabled; when enabled, there is a 
performance impact as every transaction is then revalidated. Additionally, the 
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namespace <name> object revalidate all command is not executable when 
revalidate-always is configured, as it is configurable only for transparent proxy 
namespaces.

Some url-regex <regex> examples:

1. Regex example with no substring address, only $0 returned:
/opt/nkn/bin/nknregex -m -e '/videoplayback\?.*\&id=[^\&]+.*' -d

'/videoplayback?xxx&id=1xxuuu'

match[0]: /videoplayback?xxx&id=1xxuuu

2. Regex example with one substring denoted (note parenthesis), $0 and $1 returned. 
/opt/nkn/bin/nknregex -m -e '(/videoplayback\?.*)\&id=[^\&]+.*' -d

'/videoplayback?xxx&id=1xxuuu'

match[0]: /videoplayback?xxx&id=1xxuuu
match[1]: /videoplayback?xxx

3. Regex example with two substrings denoted, $0, $1, and $2 returned:
/opt/nkn/bin//nknregex -m -e '(/videoplayback\?.*)\&id=([^\&]+).*' -d

'/videoplayback?xxx&id=1xxuuu'

match[0]: /videoplayback?xxx&id=1xxuuu
match[1]: /videoplayback?xxx
match[2]: 1xxuuu

Some map-to <map_string> examples.

• Using regex example 3:
/abc/$1/$2 => /abc//videoplayback?xxx/1xxuuu

• Using regex example 3:
/XXX$0/$1/$2 => /XXX/videoplayback?xxx&id=1xxuuu//videoplayback?xxx/1xxuuu

• Using regex example 3:
$$$1/$2 => $/videoplayback?xxx/1xxuuu

• Using regex example 3:
$$$1$$ => $/videoplayback?xxx$

Configuring Dynamic URI Mapping
For example configurations for the subset of websites that Media Flow Controller supports for
dynamic URIs, see Transparent Proxy Configuration Examples and Dynamic URI Websites’
Namespace Configuration Examples. For other URIs, Media Flow Controller treats the
dynamic URIs as new requests,  even though they are referencing an already cached object.
To configure dynamic URI mapping:

1. For your namespace delivery protocol http client-request cache-index parameter, 
configure a url-match regular expression (regex)  to match the dynamic URL to a pattern. 

NOTE: You must configure revalidate-always in order for dynamic URI mapping to 
work.
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You can use the dynamic URI regex examples given in these Release Notes;  or you can 
analyze your accesslogs to find the needed regex. Juniper Support can help; see 
“Requesting Technical Support” on page 41 for details.

2. Configure the cache index, map-to, which indicates a part of the dynamic URL. Media 
Flow Controller uses this parameter to find an already-stored cache index, thereby 
mapping the dynamic URI to the same object in the cache.

3. If there is no match for the regex, and no-match-tunnel is configured, the object is 
tunneled. If no-match-tunnel is not configured,  the object follows the caching path with 
the original URI.

4. Configure the revalidate-always option to ensure delivering the right content to the client: 
if the origin server returns “Object Is Modified,” the transaction is tunneled. If the request 
goes to the origin manager with dynamic URI configured, the original URI is always used.

 

Media Flow Controller Enhancements for Dynamic URI Mapping
This section describes some Media Flow Controller enhancements for dynamic URI mapping.

• Accesslog enhancement.

"%{X-NKN-Remapped-Uri}i": display internal cache index after dynamic URI remapping.

• Domain name exclusion from Media Flow Controller cache index.
To support GSLB deployment, same content could be delivered by different domains. For 
this kind of traffic, we exclude all or part of domain from the cache index. Thereby we 
could have a higher cache hit ratio. The CLI command to enable this feature is:
namespace <name> delivery protocol http cache-index domain-name exclude

Forced Tunneled-Transaction Override
Media Flow Controller provides a mechanism for caching content as well as a mechanism for
controlling how and when the cache can be bypassed. This bypass mechanism is called
“tunnelling”. The main benefit of cache tunnelling is that by overriding certain tunneled
transactions the cache hit ratio is improved for the remaining transactions.
By default, the MFC will not cache objects under the following conditions:

• The request is sent with an auth header, cache-control header, or a cookie

• The response contains a cache-control.

The tunnel-override command allows Media Flow Controller to override a few tunneled
transactions using reason codes.
All of the tunnel-override options are disabled by default. 

The CLI commands are:
namespace <name> delivery protocol http client-request tunnel-override 

auth-header 

NOTE: Dynamic URI mapping can be achieved with the virtual-player function for 
some websites. Currently, we recommend using the dynamic URI mapping 
namespace commands only for megaupload, hotfile, and rapidshare videos. 
Configuration examples are given in Dynamic URI Websites’ Namespace 
Configuration Examples.
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cache-control 
cookie 

namespace <name> delivery protocol http origin-fetch tunnel-override 
cache-control-no-transform 
object-expired 

Notes:
• client-request tunnel-override—Configure cache-index parameters.

• auth-header—Cache requests containing the “Auth” header.
• cache-control—Cache requests containing either “Cache-Control: No-Cache,” 

or  “PRAGMA: No-Cache” headers.
• cookie—Cache requests containing the “Cookie” header.

• origin-fetch tunnel-override—Configure the tunnel reason code for 
responses that Media Flow Controller should cache.
• cache-control no-transform—Cache responses with the “Cache Control: 

No-Transform” header.
• object-expired—Cache responses that indicate an object has expired, and set 

a new expiry date as the current date plus the configured cache_age. This is 
discussed in more detail in the Media Flow Controller Administration Guide, in the 
section “Using namespace delivery protocol <protocol> origin-fetch cache-age”.

Performance Tuning
• Added hotness-update events to the cache log.

Add hotness update events during “Attribute Update” events, to the cache log for 
debugging purposes. The log will be disabled by default and can be enabled by creating 
the file "/config/nkn/attribute_update_hotness."

[Mon Apr  4 06:20:53.861 2011] UPDATE_ATTR
"/tproxy:cf6e153_www.testdomain.com:80/satis/4kb/4kb_9.html" SATA dc_1 
[Mon Apr 4 07:20:52 2011]

[Mon Apr  4 06:20:53.890 2011] UPDATE_ATTR
"/tproxy:cf6e153_www.testdomain.com:80/satis/4kb/4kb_9.html" SAS dc_2 
[Mon Apr 4 07:20:52 2011]

[Mon Apr  4 06:20:53.894 2011] UPDATE_ATTR
"/tproxy:cf6e153_www.testdomain.com:80/satis/4kb/4kb_10.html" SATA dc_1 
[Mon Apr  4 07:20:52 2011]

[Mon Apr  4 06:20:53.907 2011] UPDATE_ATTR
"/tproxy:cf6e153_www.testdomain.com:80/satis/4kb/4kb_10.html" SAS dc_2 
[Mon Apr 4 07:20:52 2011]

ID: 8022

• Eviction watermark threshold-check correction.
Changes to the default values for external eviction watermark levels high: 90, low: 85 for 
all tiers.
High Internal watermark level value of any tier should be greater than the High External 
watermark level of the respective tier.
ID: 8022
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• New CLI commands for external/internal eviction watermarks:
media-cache external-eviction ssd watermark <high-value> <low-value>
media-cache external-eviction sata watermark <high-value> <low-value>
media-cache external-eviction sas watermark <high-value> <low-value>
show media-cache internal-eviction-watermark
media-cache internal-eviction ssd watermark <high-value> <low-value>
media-cache internal-eviction sata watermark <high-value> <low-value>
media-cache internal-eviction sas watermark <high-value> <low-value>
show media-cache internal-eviction-watermark

ID: 7937, 7982

• Provide size-based threshold for caching.
namespace <name> delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-override 

object-size min <size1> max <size2>

In Release 2.0.6, Media Flow Controller provides the following size-based knobs in the 
following order of priority:

a. Size threshold, such that an object exceeding a given size threshold is “cached” in 
RAM only. This is the <size1> value.

b. Once we decide to cache in RAM and in disk, then we decide what size threshold is 
being set for the SSD tier; objects exceeding this size threshold will be cached into the 
SSD tier directly. This is the <size2> value.

Thus, objects <= <size1> will be cached in RAM only. Objects > <size1> and <= <size2> 
will be cached in SSD only. Objects > <size2> will be cached in the lowest tier.
In Release 2.0.7, objects between <size1> and <size2> are cacheable and objects below 
<size1> will not be cached, nor will objects > <size2> be cached. Instead, Media Flow 
Controller tunnels these objects.
The default value for <size1> and <size2> is 0 (zero); which means that there is no size-
based check for the cache or no-cache decision. Valid values are any positive integer or 0. 
A check is done to ensure that <size2> is >= <size1> or <size2> is 0. ID: 7959, 6558

• Tunnel client request missing the “Host” header when namespace origin-server http 
follow header host has been configured.
The client request without a “Host” header in a namespace with an origin-server http 
follow header host policy will be tunneled based the destination IP address. ID: 7743

• Move revalidation method from global configuration to namespace setting.
namespace <name>

delivery protocol http
origin-request cache-revalidation {permit | deny} method {head | 

get} [validate-header <header-name>]

Notes for cache-revalidation (default is permit) arguments:

• method—Configure HTTP method to use for a revalidation request. Default is head.

• head—Use HEAD method on a cache-revalidation request.
• get—Use GET method on a cache-revalidation request.

• validate-header <header_name>—Configure HTTP response header to use to 
validate whether object was modified or not. Only allowed value for <header_name> 
is Etag (case sensitive).
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To not use the validate-header option, enter the whole command without it; for example:
namespace <name> delivery protocol http origin-request cache-revalidation 

permit method head

Transparent Proxy—New Configuration Requirements
Media Flow Controller has changed the namespace configuration requirements for
transparent proxy deployments. The namespace <name> proxy-mode option is deprecated
and no longer available. Two new options, delivery protocol http transparent
<client_traffic_NIC> enable, and namespace <name> origin-server http follow <option> use-
client-ip bind-to <client_traffic_NIC>, are used instead.
In previous releases, the namespace transparent proxy configuration requirements were: 

namespace <name> match uri / 
namespace <name> origin-server http follow {dest-ip|header Host} use-

client-ip
namespace <name> proxy-mode transparent on-ip <Media_Flow_Controller_IP>
namespace <name> status active

In Media Flow Controller Release 2.0.7, first set HTTP interfaces and enable them for 
transparent proxy traffic: 

delivery protocol http interface <client_traffic_NIC> 

Then set new namespace transparent proxy configuration requirements: 
namespace <name> match uri /
namespace <name> origin-server http follow {dest-ip | header HOST} use-

client-ip bind-to <client_traffic_NIC>
namespace <name> status active

Counter History
This section describes how to record counter history into a log file.

This feature is disabled by default. When upgrading from a previous release like 2.0.6, it will
be necessary to enable the watchdog service with a one-time configuration:

watchdog restart enable
configuration write

Table 3. Counter History CLI Commands

CLI Command Description

service start mod-stat Start collecting counter data into a log file.

service stop mod-stat Stop counter collection.

show pm process nkncnt Show a summary of counter data.

tech-support sysdump file Download all counter history files
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Known Behavior
This section describes Media Flow Controller behavior, previously reported as Known Issues, 
that function as designed.

• When the origin server is known to not support byte-range requests, do not configure the 
namespace origin-fetch cache-fill policy to be client-driven.
If Media Flow Controller is configured with a namespace origin-fetch cache-fill client-
driven policy, and a partial file is present in the cache, if the client makes a GET request 
for the same object, Media Flow Controller delivers to the client the partial file available 
from  the cache and makes a byte-range request to the origin server for the remaining 
bytes. If the origin server does not support byte-range requests, it responds with “200 OK” 
for the byte-range request, the partial file is not deleted from the cache, and the video 
delivery is stopped.
ID: 5609

• Assured Flow Rate does not work when network connection socket interface-bind 
disable is set.
Assured Flow Rate (AFR), is a feature that guarantees that each connection to Media 
Flow Controller receives a minimum amount of bandwidth.  This feature will not work 
properly if the HIDDEN command network connection socket interface-bind disable is 
set.  This hidden command is set by default,  
ID: 7493

Resolved Known Issues
Table 4 describes known issues which have been resolved in Release 2.0.7.

Table 4. Resolved Known Issues

ID Description

6088 The YouTube seek function does not work.

7889 Media Flow Controller core in transparent proxy.

7618 The Web service used for management purposes does not listen on the management interface after 
assigning a new IP address.

8063 External eviction would evict content content only after 12 hours, even if the disk capacity utilization reached 
the high watermark. 
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Known Issues
Table 5 describes known problems and limitations in Media Flow Controller Release 2.0.7.

Table 5. Known Issues

ID Description Workaround

8197 Client delivery is affected when partial content is 
available in disk and the origin server does not support 
206 responses. When the origin server does not 
support 206 responses, the following issues occur and 
client delivery is afftected:
• Before expiry of the partial content: When the un-

expired partial content is available in Media Flow 
Controller, and the client requests the full file, Media 
Flow Controller serves the partial content to the client 
from its cache, and sends another byte-range request 
to the origin server (for which it will get 200 OK 
response with same ETag). The client connection is 
closed.

• After expiry of the partial content: When the expired 
partial content is available in Media Flow Controller, 
and the client requests the full file, Media Flow 
Controller sends a HEAD request with “If-Modified-
Since, If-None-Modified”, and the server sends back 
a response with “200 OK” and the same ETag. Since 
Media Flow Controller has gotten the 200 for the 
HEAD request, it closes the connection and sends 
another GET request to the origin server. Before the 
origin server sends the full data, Media Flow 
Controller closes the connection, and opens a new 
connection and byte range request for the remaining 
data, for which it gets the “200 OK” response, so it 
closes the origin connection and the client connection 
also.

These issues do not occur when the origin server 
supports 206 responses.

None.

8099 CLI. Dynamic URI  CLI should not accept a mapping 
URL without  the slash (/) character; without the slash   
(/), ingestion will fail with a  “Bad URI error”.

When configuring the dynamic URI (delivery 
protocol http client-request cache-index url-
match) always include the slash (/) character.

8116 Delivery Manager. Media Flow Controller subsystem 
does not respond and CLI commands time out during a 
Spirent test run.

None.

7547 Disk Cache Manager. Dead Lock in DM2 PUT and 
DELETE.
A “cache disable” thread causes all the PUT and 
DELETE threads to wait, which causes ingestion to be 
blocked.

None.
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Documentation Errata
This section describes errors in, and/or features that were added after the release of, the Release 
2.0.4 Media Flow Controller Administrator’s Guide and CLI Command Reference.

• Cache Tuning for Transparent Proxy Deployments

• Transparent Proxy Configuration Examples

• Default Command Value Changes

• Dynamic URI Websites’ Namespace Configuration Examples

Cache Tuning for Transparent Proxy Deployments
• Cache-Age 

• Group Read 

• Hotness Threshold 

8110 HTTP. Enabling the namespace origin-fetch cache-
directive no-cache override option causes responses 
with the “Set-Cookie” header to be cached mistakenly.
When namespace <name> delivery protocol http 
origin-fetch cache-directive no-cache override is 
configured, and a server response has the "Set-Cookie" 
header, the object is cached even though origin-fetch 
header set-cookie any cache deny is also configured. 

None.

8183 Log Manager. When Client request length exceeds the 
configured limit, entry is not recorded into the 
accesslog.
The accesslog only logs requests smaller than 4K size:
• With Max.Request.length set to less than 4K and a 

client request length greater than 4K, Media Flow 
Controller responds with the “413” code.

• With Max.Request.Length set to greater than 4K and 
a client request length greater than 4K, Media Flow 
Controller resets the connection without sending a 
response and NO access log entry is recorded.

• With Max.Request.Length set to greater than 8K and 
a client request length is greater than 8K, Media Flow 
Controller resets the connection and an accesslog 
entry is recorded.

None.

7898 Media Flow Controller process hung, liveness failure 
noticed and process automatically restarted.
If an object has difficulty ingesting into a cache tier, the 
process liveness check may fail causing an automatic 
restart of the Media Flow Controller delivery service.

None.

Table 5. Known Issues

ID Description Workaround
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• Maximum Number Connections to Origin 

• Origin Queue 

• RAM Storage 

• TCP Stack 

• Tunneling 

Cache-Age

• Media Flow Controller used 8 hours as the expiry time default when objects did not have 
any explicit expiry time value sent from the origin server. In Media Flow Controller Release 
2.0.6, the default has been changed to 0, so those objects are cached only in RAM and 
subsequent requests for them are revalidated with the origin server. You can change the 
default cache-age value using this CLI command:
namespace <name> delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-age-default 

<seconds>

• Media Flow Controller follows cache-age parameters that are specified in the HTTP 
header, as well as those that are configured in the CLI. HTTP revalidation is a process by 
which the origin server is contacted to determine if a cached object is still valid. HTTP 
revalidation occurs when the cached object has expired, ensuring that only fresh objects 
are fetched, stored, and delivered from cache. 
The following commands tune the cache to allow the administrator to control the size 
threshold of objects  to which revalidation rules will be applied. Objects greater than this 
size are eligible for revalidation. Objects smaller than this size are deleted once the cache-
expiry  expires; any subsequent requests for that object go to the origin server and the 
object is re-cached for the specified cache-age time.
Change this value only under guidance from Juniper Networks support personnel.
ram-cache revalidate-minsize <size>

The default value is 1024 KiBytes.

• Media Flow Controller maintains hotness data about each piece of content that is stored in 
directly attached disks (SATA, SAS, and SSD). This data is written from memory to disk 
from time to time so it may be recovered if an unexpected shutdown occurs. 
The following command configures a cache-tuning  parameter that allows control of the 
time interval between which  hotness data is written  to disk from RAM. Since disk  writes 
are expensive, this interval should not be very small. This value must be set smaller for 
transparent caching than in reverse proxy because the number of objects and the rate of 
change of those objects is much higher in the transparent proxy mode. The default value 
is 14400 seconds.  
ram-cache sync-interval <secs>

NOTE: We recommend a value of 86400 (24 hours) for reverse proxy mode, and 
between 14400 (4 hours) and 28800 (8 hours) for transparent proxy mode.  
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Group Read

• To maximize the delivery of large objects, Media Flow Controller reads from the disk in 
large chunks. This functionality is known as “group read.” Group read can now be 
disabled. In transparent proxy deployments, most often Internet objects are small, so 
disabling group reads improvesMedia Flow Controller cache performance. 
media-cache disk group-read {sata | sas | ssd} {disable | enable}

By default, group-read is disabled for SSD, and enabled for SAS and SATA; SSD drives 
support much higher input/output (IO) transaction loads than standard SAS or SATA 
drives.

Hotness Threshold
• Media Flow Controller uses the concept of “hotness” to determine when to promote an 

object to various cache tiers. Tiers are comprised of RAM, SSD, SAS, and SATA. Hotness 
is defined as three times (3 x) the number of requests for an object. Table 6 shows the 
relation between the hotness threshold and the number of hits required for the object to be 
ingested. 
In a transparent proxy deployment, we recommend the default setting, 3, for hotness 
threshold for two reasons:

• The analytics manager only keeps track of 200,000 objects; billions of objects will be 
stored in a typical transparent proxy deployment.

• The hotness algorithm does not take object size into account and can promote a large 
hot object into the SSD, causing a large number of smaller objects to be evicted and 
therefore the SSD to be underutilized.

If necessary, use the following command to reset the default value:
no analytics cache-promotion hotness-threshold <number>

*If the hotness-threshold is the default value, 3, objects are promoted to the lowest tier after the first hit, 
regardless of tier type. If the hotness of an object (always calculated as the number of hits x 3) becomes 2 x  
the hotness-threshold, it is promoted to SAS; and at 6 x the hotness-threshold, it is promoted to SSD. The 
default hotness thresholds for promotion into SATA, SAS, or SSD are 1:2:6. If you change the value of the 
hotness-threshold to 4, the hotness thresholds for promotion to the higher tiers is then calculated as 4:8:24.

Maximum Number Connections to Origin

• The Media Flow Controller transparent proxy performance is improved by increasing the 
default and maximum number of supported connections with the origin server. The default 
number of persistent connections to the origin server has increased from 256 to 4096, and 
the allowed maximum number of persistent connections to the origin server has increased 
from 2048 to 128000. 
MFC (config) # delivery protocol http conn-pool origin max-conn ?

Table 6. Hotness Thresholds 

Hotness Threshold Number of Hits Required for Object Ingestion

3* 1* 

4 2 

7 3 

10 4 
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<number>       Number of connections, Default: 4096, max - 128000, 
0 - demand driven

The default value is 4096.

Origin Queue

• When Media Flow Controller receives a request to an object that isn't present in the 
cache, it initiates a connection to the origin to fetch the object. If there are additional 
requests to the same object from other users, Media Flow Controller queues the requests 
to the already-established connection with the origin, without initiating new connections to 
the origin server.
The following new commands limit the maximum number of transactions that can be 
queued on a single origin connection, and the time an origin transaction can take: 
MFC (config) # network connection origin queue ?
max-delay Configure maximum delay that the origin queue can take
max-num Configure maximum number of connections that the 

origin queue should take

The default max-delay value is  3. The default max-num value is 2.

RAM Storage

• The amount of RAM allocated for storing the dictionary information can be changed. The 
dictionary contains metadata information about cached objects, including references to 
the object in the disk and references to the object headers. 
Increasing the size of the RAM cache allocated for the dictionary might improve the 
performance of cache lookups and cache read operations; since RAM is a finite resource, 
allocate it judiciously. Use the following command to do this.
Do not modify this parameter without direction from Juniper Networks support personnel.
MFC (config) # ram-cache dict-size-MB ?
0 Set default cache dictionary size to AUTO
<number> Size in MiB [0  -  32768]

The 0 (zero, or AUTO) value means the internal algorithm is used to set the dictionary 
cache size.
The default value is 0. 

TCP Stack

• New configuration options are introduced to control the TCP stack parameters in Media 
Flow Controller. These options enable connection management in Media Flow Controller 
such as controlling the timeout value for user or origin sessions, controlling the time when 
the connection-related parameters are completely cleaned, and enabling or disabling the 
discovery of the network maximum transmission unit (MTU). 
This parameter should only be modified under the direction of Juniper Networks support 
personnel. 

NOTE: When namespace origin-server <option> with use-client-ip (IP spoofing) is 
configured, the limit of maximum persistent connections is 58000; otherwise, the limit 
is 128000.
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MFC (config) # network tcp path-mtu discovery ?
off Disable the path-mtu discovery
on Enable the path-mtu discovery

The default value is on.

Tunneling

• Media Flow Controller allows some requests to bypass the caching module and be 
proxied directly to the origin. This feature enables the Media Flow Controller to avoid 
caching objects served from origin servers that serve non-cacheable content. Tunneling 
non-cacheable content increases performance.
namespace <name> delivery protocol http client-request tunnel-all

The default value is no tunnel-all, which means that tunneling is disabled. 

• All traffic to Media Flow Controller can be tunneled using the command network-tunnel-
only enable. This command is typically used when debugging Media Flow Controller and 
should only be used under the direction of Juniper Networks support personnel. 
network tunnel-only disable Do not tunnel all traffic 
network tunnel-only enable Tunnel all traffic
show network internal Show tunneling status

The default value is disable.
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Transparent Proxy Configuration Examples
You can use these complete Media Flow Controller configurations as an example for
transparent proxy deployments with the dynamic URI mapping feature; many variations are
provided. These examples were tested with VXA 2010 Media Flow Controllers.

• Example Configuration: Network Connectivity

• Example Configuration: System Basics

• Example Configuration: Generic Namespace

• Example Configuration: YouTube Virtual Player and Namespace

• Example Configuration: Apple Movies Virtual Player and Namespace

• Example Configuration: Pornhub Virtual Player and Namespace

• Example Configuration: XVideos Virtual Player and Namespace

• Example Configuration: RedTube Virtual Player and Namespace

• Example Configuration: Facebook Photos Namespace

• Example Configuration: Facebook Videos Namespace

• Example Configuration: SynmantecLive Namespace

• Example Configuration: Tube8 Virtual Player and Namespace

• Example Configuration: Metacafe Virtual Player and Namespace

• Example Configuration: Dailymotion Virtual Player and Namespace

• Example Configuration: Keezmovies Virtual Player and Namespace

• Example Configuration: Yahoo Virtual Player and Namespace

Example Configuration: Network Connectivity
Use this configuration for basic network connectivity:

interface eth0 ip address <IP_address> 
ip default gateway <IP_address> 
ip name server  <IP_address> 
ntp server <IP_address> 

CAUTION: Websites continually change URL syntax, so the configurations below will 
be continuously updated.  Please check the latest release notes on the Juniper 
website for the most up-to-date transparent proxy configuration recommendations.

CAUTION: These examples are neither guaranteed or approved by the target 
content owners. They are believed to be correct when Release 2.0.7 was developed 
and tested.
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Example Configuration: System Basics 
Use this configuration for basic cache and delivery settings for transparent proxy deployments:

analytics cache-promotion disable
analytics cache-ingest size-threshold 32768
delivery protocol http transparent <client_traffic_NIC> enable
media-cache disk group-read sas disable 
media-cache disk group-read sata disable 
media-cache disk group-read ssd disable 

Example Configuration: Generic Namespace
Use this configuration for transparent proxy deployment namespace settings:

namespace <tproxy>
delivery protocol http origin-request host-header inherit incoming-req deny
delivery protocol http origin-request x-forwarded-for disable
delivery protocol http origin-fetch content-store media object-size 4096
delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-age-default 28800
delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-fill client-driven
match uri / precedence 10
origin-server http follow header host use-client-ip bind-to 

<client_traffic_NIC> 
status active
exit

Example Configuration: YouTube Virtual Player and Namespace
Use this configuration for transparent proxy deployment virtual-player and namespace 
settings to cache and deliver YouTube media:

virtual-player <youtube_player> type youtube
seek query-string-parm "begin"
cache-name video-id query-string-parm "id" format-tag query-string-

parm "itag"
exit

namespace <youtube>
delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-directive no-cache override
delivery protocol http origin-fetch date-header modify deny
delivery protocol http origin-request host-header inherit incoming-req 

deny
delivery protocol http origin-request x-forwarded-for disable
delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-age-default 28800
delivery protocol http origin-fetch content-store media object-size 

4096
delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-fill client-driven
domain regex "^.*\.c\.youtube\.com|^.*\.googlevideo\.com"
match uri /videoplayback
origin-server http follow header host use-client-ip bind-to <ip 

address> 
virtual-player <youtube_player>
status active
exit
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Example Configuration: Apple Movies Virtual Player and Namespace
Use this configuration for transparent proxy deployment virtual-player and namespace 
settings to cache and deliver Apple media:

virtual-player <apple_player> type generic
seek query-string-parm start
exit

namespace <apple>
delivery protocol http origin-request host-header inherit incoming-req 

deny
delivery protocol http origin-request x-forwarded-for disable
delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-age-default 28800
domain movies.apple.com
match uri /media
origin-server http follow header Host  use-client-ip bind-to 

<client_traffic_NIC>
virtual-player <apple_player>
status active
exit

Example Configuration: Pornhub Virtual Player and Namespace
Use this configuration for transparent proxy deployment virtual-player and namespace 
settings to cache and deliver Pornhub media:

virtual-player <pornhubplayer> type break
seek query-string-parm "start"
exit

namespace <pornhub>
delivery protocol http origin-request host-header inherit incoming-req 

deny
domain regex "^.*\.pornhub\.com"
match uri /dl
delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-age-default 28800
origin-server http follow header Host use-client-ip bind-to 

<client_traffic_NIC>
virtual-player <pornhubplayer>
status active
exit
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Example Configuration: XVideos Virtual Player and Namespace
Use this configuration for transparent proxy deployment virtual-player and namespace 
settings to cache and deliver XVideos media:

virtual-player <xvideoplayer> type break
seek query-string-parm "fs"
exit

namespace <xvideos>
delivery protocol http origin-request host-header inherit incoming-req 

deny
domain regex "porn.*\.xvideos\.com"
delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-age-default 28800
match uri /videos
origin-server http follow header Host use-client-ip bind-to 

<client_traffic_NIC>
virtual-player <xvideoplayer>
status active
exit

Example Configuration: RedTube Virtual Player and Namespace
Use this configuration for transparent proxy deployment virtual-player and namespace 
settings to cache and deliver RedTube media:

virtual-player <redtubeplayer> type break
seek query-string-parm "ec_seek"
exit

namespace <redtube>
delivery protocol http origin-request host-header inherit incoming-req 

deny
delivery protocol http origin-request x-forwarded-for disable
delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-age-default 28800
domain cdn.ec.redtube.com
match uri regex "^/_videos.*"
origin-server http follow header host use-client-ip bind-to 

<client_traffic_NIC>
virtual-player <redtubeplayer>
status active
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Example Configuration: Facebook Photos Namespace
Use this configuration for transparent proxy deployment virtual-player and namespace 
settings to cache and deliver Facebook photos:

namespace <facebook_photos>
delivery protocol http origin-request host-header inherit incoming-req 

deny
delivery protocol http origin-request x-forwarded-for disable
delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-age-default 28800
delivery protocol http client-request tunnel-all
domain regex "^photos-.*ak\.fbcdn\.net|^sphotos.*ak\.fbcdn\.net"
match uri /
origin-server http follow header host use-client-ip bind-to 

<client_traffic_NIC> 
status active
exit

Example Configuration: Facebook Videos Namespace
Use this configuration for transparent proxy deployment virtual-player and namespace 
settings to cache and deliver Facebook videos:

namespace <facebook_videos>
delivery protocol http origin-request host-header inherit incoming-req 

deny
delivery protocol http origin-request x-forwarded-for disable
delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-age-default 28800
delivery protocol http client-request tunnel-all
domain regex "^video.*fbcdn.net"
match uri /
origin-server http follow header host use-client-ip bind-to 

<client_traffic_NIC>
virtual-player <generic_type_player>
status active
exit

Example Configuration: SynmantecLive Namespace
Use this configuration for transparent proxy deployment virtual-player and namespace 
settings to cache and deliver SymantecLive media:

namespace <symanteclive>
delivery protocol http origin-request host-header inherit incoming-req 

deny
delivery protocol http origin-request x-forwarded-for disable
delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-age-default 28800
domain liveupdate.symantecliveupdate.com
match uri /
origin-server http follow header host use-client-ip bind-to 

<client_traffic_NIC>
status active
exit
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Example Configuration: Tube8 Virtual Player and Namespace
Use this configuration for transparent proxy deployment virtual-player and namespace 
settings to cache and deliver Tube8 media:

virtual-player <tube8player> type break
seek query-string-parm "start"
exit

namespace <tube8>
domain regex "^cdn.*\.tube8\.com"
match uri /
delivery protocol http origin-request host-header inherit incoming-req 

deny
delivery protocol http origin-request x-forwarded-for disable
delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-age-default 28800
origin-server http follow header Host use-client-ip bind-to 

<client_traffic_NIC>
virtual-player <tube8player>
status active
exit

Example Configuration: Metacafe Virtual Player and Namespace
Use this configuration for transparent proxy deployment virtual-player and namespace 
settings to cache and deliver Metacafe media:

virtual-player <generic_type_player>
seek query-string-parm start
exit

namespace <metacafe> 
domain v.mccont.com
match uri /ItemFiles
delivery protocol http origin-request host-header inherit incoming-req 

deny
delivery protocol http origin-request x-forwarded-for disable
delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-age-default 28800
origin-server http follow header Host use-client-ip bind-to 

<client_traffic_NIC>
virtual-player <generic_type_player>
status active
exit
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Example Configuration: Dailymotion Virtual Player and Namespace
Use this configuration for transparent proxy deployment virtual-player and namespace 
settings to cache and deliver Dailymotion media:

virtual-player <dplayer> type break
seek query-string-parm start
exit

namespace <dailymotion> 
domain vid.akm.dailymotion.com
match uri /
delivery protocol http origin-request host-header inherit incoming-req 

deny
delivery protocol http origin-request x-forwarded-for disable
delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-age-default 28800
origin-server http follow header Host use-client-ip bind-to 

<client_traffic_NIC>
virtual-player <dplayer>
status active
exit

namespace <dailymotion1> 
domain regex "^proxy.*\.dailymotion\.com"
match uri /
origin-server http follow header Host use-client-ip bind-to <ip 

address>
virtual-player <dplayer>
status active
exit

Example Configuration: Keezmovies Virtual Player and Namespace
Use this configuration for transparent proxy deployment virtual-player and namespace 
settings to cache and deliver Keezmovies media:

virtual-player <tube8player> type break
seek query-string-parm "start"
exit

namespace <keezmovies> 
domain regex "^cdn.*\.keezmovies\.com"
match uri /videos
delivery protocol http origin-request host-header inherit incoming-req 

deny
delivery protocol http origin-request x-forwarded-for disable
delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-age-default 28800
origin-server http follow header Host use-client-ip bind-to 

<client_traffic_NIC>
virtual-player <tube8player>
status active
exit
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Example Configuration: Yahoo Virtual Player and Namespace
Use this configuration for transparent proxy deployment virtual-player and namespace 
settings to cache and deliver Yahoo media:

virtual-player <yahoo_player> type generic
seek query-string-parm start
exit

namespace <yahoo> 
domain regex "^.*\.bcst\.cdn\..*\.yimg\.com"
match uri /
delivery protocol http origin-request host-header inherit incoming-req 

deny
delivery protocol http origin-request x-forwarded-for disable
delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-age-default 28800
origin-server http follow header Host use-client-ip bind-to 

<client_traffic_NIC>
virtual-player <yahoo_player>
status active
exit

Default Command Value Changes
• Default external and internal eviction thresholds are same.

Change the default values for external eviction watermark levels high: 90, low: 85 for all tiers.
ID: 8054

• Changed the defaults of several commands. 
Some default settings changes were done before the Media Flow Controller Release 
2.0.6. These are default value changes for Media Flow Controller Release 2.0.7 only.
ram-cache revalidate-minsize 1  change to 1 KB from 1024 KB

namespace * delivery protocol http origin-request host-header inherit 
incoming-req deny  change to deny from permit

show service watch-dog  change to enable from disable

ID: 7918

Dynamic URI Websites’ Namespace Configuration Examples
These example configurations for dynamic URI mapping do not use a virtual-player.

• Example Configuration: Megaupload Namespace

• Example Configuration: Hotfile Namespace

• Example Configuration: Rapidshare Namespace

• Example Configuration: Filesonic Namespace

CAUTION: These examples are not guaranteed nor approved by the target content 
owners, but are believed to be correct at this time.  
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• Example Configuration: Putlocker Namespace

• Example Configuration: Mediafire Namespace

Example Configuration: Megaupload Namespace
Use this namespace configuration for dynamic URI mapping for Megaupload videos:

namespace <megaupload> 
delivery protocol http cache-index domain-name exclude
delivery protocol http client-request cache-hit action revalidate-

always
delivery protocol http client-request cache-index url-match /files/[^/

]+/(.*) map-to /$1 no-match-tunnel
delivery protocol http origin-request x-forwarded-for disable
delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-directive no-cache override
delivery protocol http origin-fetch content-store media object-size 0
delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-age-default 28800
delivery protocol http origin-request host-header inherit incoming-req 

deny
delivery protocol http origin-request cache-revalidation permit method 

head validate-header Etag
domain regex "^www.*\.megaupload\.com"
match uri /files
origin-server http follow header "Host"
status active
exit

Example Configuration: Hotfile Namespace
Use this namespace configuration for dynamic URI mapping for Hotfile videos:

namespace <hotfile> 
delivery protocol http cache-index domain-name exclude
delivery protocol http client-request cache-index url-match /get/[^/

]+/[^/]+/[^/]+/(.*) map-to /$1 no-match-tunnel
delivery protocol http origin-request x-forwarded-for disable
delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-age-default 28800
delivery protocol http origin-request host-header inherit incoming-req 

deny
delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-directive no-cache override
delivery protocol http origin-fetch tunnel-override object-expired
domain regex "^.*\.hotfile\.com"
match uri /get
origin-server http follow header "Host"
status active
exit

Example Configuration: Rapidshare Namespace
Use this namespace configuration for dynamic URI mapping for Rapidshare videos:

namespace <rapidshare> 
delivery protocol http cache-index domain-name exclude
delivery protocol http client-request cache-index url-match /cgi-bin/

[^/]+download\&[^\&]+\&[^\&]+\&([^\&]+)\&([^\&]+)\&.* map-to /$1/
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$2 no-match-tunnel
delivery protocol http client-request query-string action cache 

exclude-query-string
delivery protocol http origin-request x-forwarded-for disable
delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-age-default 28800
delivery protocol http origin-request host-header inherit incoming-req 

deny
delivery protocol http origin-fetch content-store media object-size 0
domain regex "^.*\.rapidshare\.com"
match uri /cgi-bin
origin-server http follow header "Host"
status active
exit

Example Configuration: Filesonic Namespace
Use this namespace configuration for dynamic URI mapping for Filesonic videos:

namespace <filesonic>
delivery protocol http cache-index domain-name exclude
delivery protocol http client-request cache-index url-match /download/

([^/]+)/.* map-to /$1 no-match-tunnel
delivery protocol http origin-request x-forwarded-for disable
delivery protocol http origin-fetch tunnel-override object-expired
delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-age-default 28800
delivery protocol http origin-request host-header inherit incoming-req 

deny
delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-directive no-cache override
domain regex "^s.*\.filesonic\.com"
match uri /download
origin-server http follow header "Host"
status active
exit

Example Configuration: Putlocker Namespace
Use this namespace configuration for dynamic URI mapping for Putlocker videos:

namespace <putlocker>
delivery protocol http cache-index domain-name exclude
delivery protocol http client-request cache-index url-match /download/

([^/]+)/([^/]+) map-to /$1/$2 no-match-tunnel
delivery protocol http origin-request x-forwarded-for disable
delivery protocol http origin-fetch tunnel-override object-expired
delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-age-default 28800
delivery protocol http origin-request host-header inherit incoming-req 

deny
delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-directive no-cache override
domain regex "^media-.*\.putlocker\.com"
match uri /download
origin-server http follow header "Host"
status active
exit
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Example Configuration: Mediafire Namespace
Use this namespace configuration for dynamic URI mapping for Mediafire videos:

namespace <mediafire>
delivery protocol http cache-index domain-name exclude
delivery protocol http client-request cache-index url-match  /[a-z0-

9]{12}/([a-z0-9]{11}/.*) map-to /$1 no-match-tunnel
delivery protocol http origin-request x-forwarded-for disable
delivery protocol http origin-fetch tunnel-override object-expired
delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-age-default 28800
delivery protocol http origin-request host-header inherit incoming-req 

deny
delivery protocol http origin-fetch cache-directive no-cache override
domain regex  “^download.*\.mediafire\.com”
match uri /
origin-server http follow header "Host"
status active
exit

Release Installation for VXA Series: Upgrading to the 
Latest Release

We recommend that you upgrade to the latest Media Flow Controller software before 
configuring and using a VXA Series Media Flow Engine. 

You obtain the Media Flow Controller Release 2.0.7 upgrade image from the Juniper
Networks download page at:

http://www.juniper.net/support/products/mediaflow 

Either download the image to your server, or copy the URL of the image. See “Upgrading
(Web Interface)” on page 40 or “Upgrading (CLI)” on page 41 for details on upgrading Media
Flow Controller.

VXA Series 2002 and 2010 Port Naming
When an Ethernet card is installed in the top slot, the ports are named from left to right as 
follows:

eth10 eth11 eth12 eth13 (when a four port card)
eth10 eth11 (when a two port card)

CAUTION: This upgrade includes many new default settings (see Table 1, “New, 
Changed, and Deprecated CLI Commands”). You must manually set the new 
defaults if you keep your configuration settings when you upgrade.

NOTE: After upgrading to Media Flow Controller Release 2.0.7, all disks must be 
formatted for transparent proxy deployments. Do this with the media-cache disk 
<string> format command.
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When an Ethernet card is installed in the middle slot, the ports are named from left to right as 
follows:

eth20 eth21 eth22 eth23  (when a four port card)
eth20 eth21 (when a two port card)

Release Installation for Generic Hardware: Guidelines
Complete procedures for installing the system software on generic hardware are available in 
the Juniper Networks Media Flow Controller and Media Flow Manager Installation Guide.
New software releases are available for download from the Juniper Networks website at 
http://www.juniper.net/support/products/mediaflow. The .iso file can be used to create a
bootable CD to install MFC on a new machine. The .img file may be used to upgrade an
existing MFC.  
This section provides information on how Media Flow Controller works with host bus adapters/
hard drive controllers.

Host Bus Adapter / Hard Drive Controller
Media Flow Controller does not natively support RAID of any kind on any hard drive or
combination of hard drives. We recommend that ALL hard disk drives (HDDs) are configured
in “Just a Bunch of Disks” (JBOD) mode with write-cache disabled, regardless of controller
battery.
At initialization, Media Flow Controller attempts to uniquely identify each HDD by its
manufacturer-given serial number. This allows caches, the physical disks to which Media Flow
Controller writes cached data, to be removed and reinserted into a system without data loss or
the need to re-initialize. Also, because Media Flow Controller can uniquely identify caches,
they may be transferred to another Media Flow Controller (removed from one physical server
and inserted in another running the same version of Media Flow Controller). This lets you hot-
swap caches for either new HDDs (provided the controller supports hot-swapping) or existing
caches without interrupting content delivery or restarting Media Flow Controller.
Media Flow Controller also attempts to identify the HDD type: SAS, SATA, or SSD. With this
information, Media Flow Controller assigns a cache tier to each cache. Cache tiers are how
Media Flow Controller divides the storage of “hot content” (frequently accessed) from “long-tail
content” (infrequently accessed).

Choosing a Controller for Your Media Flow Controller
Media Flow Controller has been tested with, and supports, a wide range of host bus adapters
(HBAs), including those made by Intel™, 3ware™, LSI™, and Adaptec™; as well as original
equipment manufacturer (OEM) cards made by IBM™, HP™ (SmartArray™), Dell™ (Perc™),
and Sun™; and the controllers typically found in SuperMicro™-based systems.
The best controller for your Media Flow Controller depends upon the number and type of
HDDs in your system, as well as factors such as connecting to an external JBOD. Generically,

NOTE: With RAID enabled, Media Flow Controller cannot determine an HDD’s serial 
number, or type.
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Media Flow Controller is most compatible with HBAs that support standard SCSI pass-
through, assign standard Linux device names (that is, /dev/sda, /dev/sdb, and so forth), and
allow arrays of one physical disk to be created.

Configuring the Controller and Arrays for Optimum Performance
For controllers that require arrays or virtual disks to be defined before physical disks are 
presented to the BIOS, and so to the operating system, and be set as bootable, you must 
configure the Controller BIOS to prepare the hard drives to be caches. To do this:

• Set up each physical HDD as an individual array or virtual disk (sometimes you must set 
up a RAID 0 of one drive).

• Disable write-cache.

For controllers that do not require arrays or virtual disks to be defined (that is, LSI 1068e with
Software RAID disabled), no explicit configuration is required.

Connecting and Logging In
You can connect to the command-line interface (CLI) with SSH, Telnet (once enabled, Telnet
is disabled by default), or serial console using the IP address of your Media Flow Controller.
The appliance responds with a login prompt. Enter admin as the user; there is no default
password. After you have connected, you must enter enable (for Enable mode) and then
configure terminal (for Configure mode) in order to begin upgrading Media Flow Controller.
You can connect to the Web interface using the IP address of your Media Flow Controller in a
browser on port 8080 (see Table 5 on page 21 for descriptions of known issue). The Media
Flow Controller opens to a login page. The default credentials are Account: admin, and no
password.

Configuring Basic Network Connectivity
Before upgrading the Media Flow Controller software, the network connectivity must be set up. 
If you have not already set up the basic network connectivity, follow these steps. At a 
minimum, you must assign eth0 an interface protocol (IP) address, then the appliance can be 
remotely accessed and upgraded.
To set up basic network connectivity:

1. Log in as admin.
There is no default password. 

2. Enter configuration mode.
enable 
configure terminal 

3. Set the IP address of eth0.
interface eth0 ip address <management_port_IP_address> <netmask>

4. Optionally, set the hostname, gateway, DNS server, a domain list (to resolve unqualified 
hostnames), and NTP server. Install licenses, if you have the license keys. Restart the 
delivery service so the changes are registered. Save the settings when you are finished.
hostname <hostname_for_machine>
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ip default-gateway <gateway_server_IP_address>
ip name-server <DNS_server_IP_address>
ip domain-list <domain_name_for_resolving_hostnames> ...
ntp server <NTP_server_IP_address>
license install <license_key>
service restart mod_delivery
configuration write 

5. Display the software release. If you have installed licenses, check those, too. Installed 
licenses display “Valid: yes,” “Start and End dates: <date> (ok),” and “Tied to MAC addr: 
<address> (ok)” when the show license command is issued.
show version
show license

6. Sanity check: From another machine, attempt to ping each address, and open an SSH 
session to the server as Admin. 

You are now ready to begin configuring Media Flow Controller. See the Media Flow Controller
Media Flow Controller Administrator’s Guide and CLI Command Reference for details.

Upgrading (Web Interface)
You can use the Web interface, also referred to as the Management Console, System Config
> Upgrade page, to easily upgrade your system if you have an install image URL or have
obtained the image and installed it locally. 

To upgrade Media Flow Controller using the Web interface:

1. Enter the image URL in the Install New Image to Partition 2 area of the Upgrade page 
and click Install Image.
Media Flow Controller downloads, validates, and installs the image; a progress bar is 
displayed. If successful, an OK button is displayed at the bottom of the page; if 
unsuccessful, an error is displayed.

2. Go to the System Config > Reboot page and click Reboot. 
• If you have not made system configuration changes since your last reboot, a System 

Reboot or Shutdown page is displayed. Continue with Step 3.
• If you have made system configuration changes since your last reboot, a Confirm 

Reboot page is displayed. Skip to Step 4.

3. If the System Reboot or Shutdown page is displayed, click Reboot or Shutdown.

• If you click Reboot, the system reboots, you are logged out, and a login page is 
displayed; you must wait a few minutes before you can log back in to the system. 

• If you click Shutdown, the system powers down.
4. If the Confirm Reboot page is displayed, click Save and Reboot; click Discard and 

Reboot if you want to reconfigure. If you save your configuration, you must manually 
apply new default values in Media Flow Controller Release 2.0.7.

CAUTION: This upgrade includes many new default settings (see Table 1, “New, 
Changed, and Deprecated CLI Commands”). You must manually set the new 
defaults if you keep your configuration settings when you upgrade.
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The system reboots, you are logged out, and a login page is displayed; you must wait a 
few minutes before you can log back in to the system.

5. Verify your upgrade on the opening Monitoring Summary page.

Upgrading (CLI)

To upgrade your system using the CLI:

1. From Enable or Configure mode (see “Connecting and Logging In), fetch the configuration 
upgrade image file using the Juniper Networks URL.
image fetch <URL>/<filename>

2. Install the image.
image install <filename>

3. Verify which boot image contains the upgrade.
show images

4. Switch to the boot partition containing the upgrade image, if needed.
image boot next

5. Reboot to that partition.
reload

6. Verify that the new image is booted.
show version

Requesting Technical Support
Technical product support is available through the Juniper Networks Technical Assistance 
Center (JTAC). If you are a customer with an active J-Care or JNASC support contract, or are 
covered under warranty, and need post-sales technical support, you can access our tools and 
resources online or open a case with JTAC.

• JTAC Policies—For a complete understanding of our JTAC procedures and policies, 
review the JTAC User Guide located at 
http://www.juniper.net/customers/support/downloads/710059.pdf 

• Product Warranties—For product warranty information, visit 
http://www.juniper.net/support/warranty/ 

• JTAC Hours of Operation—The JTAC centers have resources available 24 hours a day, 
7 days a week, 365 days a year.

CAUTION: This upgrade includes many new default settings (see Table 1, “New, 
Changed, and Deprecated CLI Commands”). You must manually set the new 
defaults if you keep your configuration settings when you upgrade.
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Self-Help Online Tools and Resources
For quick and easy problem resolution, Juniper Networks has designed an online self-service 
portal called the Customer Support Center (CSC) that provides you with the following features:

• Find CSC offerings: 
http://www.juniper.net/customers/support/ 

• Find product documentation: 
http://www.juniper.net/techpubs/ 

• Download the latest releases of software and review release notes: 
http://www.juniper.net/customers/csc/software/ 

• Search technical bulletins for relevant hardware and software notifications: 
https://www.juniper.net/alerts/ 

• Join and participate in the Juniper Networks Community Forum: 
http://www.juniper.net/company/communities/ 

• Open a case online in the CSC Case Manager: 
http://www.juniper.net/cm/ 

To verify service entitlement by product serial number, use our Serial Number Entitlement
(SNE) Tool located at 
https://tools.juniper.net/SerialNumberEntitlementSearch/ 

Opening a Case with JTAC
You can open a case with JTAC on the Web or by telephone.

• Use the Case Manager tool in the CSC at 
http://www.juniper.net/cm/ 

• Call 1-888-314-JTAC 
(1-888-314-5822 – toll free in the USA, Canada, and Mexico)

For international or direct-dial options in countries without toll-free numbers, visit
http://www.juniper.net/support/requesting-support.html 

Related Documentation
Juniper Networks provides the following technical documentation for Media Flow Controller 
and Media Flow Manager. You can obtain this documentation at the Juniper Networks Media 
Flow Solution Technical Documentation page.
• Juniper Networks Media Flow Controller™ Administrator’s Guide and CLI Command 

Reference
Provides product and feature overviews, procedures including log and fault management, 
and describes all CLI commands.

• Juniper Networks Media Flow Controller™  Installation Guide
Provides requirements and particulars of setting up a Media Flow Controller, as well as 
how to save and apply a configuration, how to upgrade, and installation chapters for CD-
ROM/USB installs, and PXE installs.
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• Juniper Networks™ Glossary
A comprehensive list of terminology used in Juniper Networks documentation.

For the latest release of all Juniper Networks® technical documentation, see the product
documentation page on the Juniper Networks website at http://www.juniper.net/techpubs/.
Juniper Networks supports a technical book program to publish books by Juniper Networks
engineers and subject matter experts with book publishers around the world. These books go
beyond the technical documentation to explore the nuances of network architecture,
deployment, and administration using Junos OS and Juniper Networks devices. In addition,
the Juniper Networks Technical Library, published in conjunction with O'Reilly Media, explores
improving network security, reliability, and availability using Junos OS configuration
techniques. All the books are for sale at technical bookstores and book outlets around the
world. The current list can be viewed at http://www.juniper.net/books.
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